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CTH is a 5 field-period torsatron with an `= 2, m = 5 helical winding, and an ohmic solenoid

capable of driving plasma current up to Iplasma < 80kA in pre-established stellarator plasmas.

An auxilliary set of toroidal field coils is used to vary the external rotational transform from

ιvac(a) = 0.02− 0.32, while the shear is varied with a set of quadrupole coils. Up to 30kW

of ECRH is used to create discharges lasting 0.1s with average major and minor radii of R0 =

0.75 m and aplasma ≈ 0.18 m. Typical plasma parameters are ne < 4×1019 m−3 and Te < 350 eV.

The primary focus of the CTH experiment is to understand the onset, avoidance, and vacuum

magnetic transform dependence of disruptions in current-carrying toroidal devices. While CTH

does experience density induced disruptions, achievable densities are above the Greenwald limit

observed in pure tokamaks. Disruptions due to vertical displacement events (VDEs) occur dur-

ing current driven discharges, while pure stellarator discharges are vertically stable. CTH is also

susceptible to low-order, q = 2 disruptions that manifest at ιvac(a)< .04. Progress towards the

understanding of these three types of disruptions will be presented.

Understanding phenomena in the three-dimensional, highly shaped plasmas of CTH is a chal-

lenge and requires a diverse set of diagnostics, and advanced reconstruction analysis techniques.

Current diagnostics include a 3-chord, 1mm interferometer[1], poloidal and toroidal Mirnov ar-

rays, whole and segmented rogowski coils, saddle coils, Hα detectors and a visible spectrometer.

Soft X-Ray diagnostics include a spectrometer, a 20-chord two-color camera, an 18-channel

bolometer, and eighty SXR channels for tomographic studies. Analysis of CTH data makes

use of the V3FIT[2] equilibrium reconstruction code to determine the MHD equilibrium most

consistent with the diagnostic observations. V3FIT uses the VMEC[3] code as the 3D MHD

equilibrium solver. Near-term upgrades include a Thompson scattering system and a 200kW,

28GHz pulsed gyrotron system.
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